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Chairman's Report of the Thirty-First Annual Meeting

r

1. DATE AND PLACE

The thirty-first Annual Meeting of the Commission was 
held at the Cafe Royal, London, 9-13 July 1979. The 
proceedings were conducted by the Chairman of the 
Commission, Mr T. Asgeirsson (Iceland).

2. REPRESENTATION

Commissioners and delegates attended from all twenty- 
three member Governments, including six which had 
joined since the previous meeting.

Observers were present from the following non- 
member Governments:

Belgium
Costa Rica
Federal Republic of Germany
Indonesia
Portugal
Switzerland
Tonga

Observers were also present from seven international 
organizations:

Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations

Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 
International Commission for Southeast Atlantic

Fisheries 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and

Natural Resourves 
United Nations Environment Programme

and from twenty-seven Non-Governmental international 
organizations:

American Cetacean Society
African Wildlife Leadership Foundation
Center for Environmental Education
Friends of the Earth
Fauna Preservation Society
Fund for Animals
Greenpeace
International Federation of Institutes for Advanced

Studies
International Fund for Animal Welfare 
International Institute for Environment and

Development
International League for Animal Rights 
International Ocean Institute 
International Society for the Protection of Animals 
International Transport Workers' Federation

International Youth Federation for Environmental
Studies and Conservation 

Marine Action Centre 
Monitor
National Wildlife Federation 
People's Trust for Endangered Species 
Project Jonah
Roya.1 Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
Sierra Club 
Threshold Foundation 
Whale Centers International 
World Association of World Federalists 
World Federation for the Protection of Animals 
World Wildlife Fund

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME

The address of welcome on behalf of the Government of 
the United Kingdom was given by Mr A. Buchanan- 
Smith, Minister of State, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food. Mr Buchanan-Smith particularly 
welcomed the new members and noted that their member 
ship could only increase the Commission's effectiveness in 
conserving the world's whales.

The new UK Government had been reviewing its policy 
on whaling in the light of the great public interest and 
concern in the UK. It had concluded that the world's 
whales could still be best conserved by the UK's con 
tinuing membership of the IWC. However, the UK was 
concerned that there were still gaps in the knowledge of 
whale populations and that there was material collected 
from whaling operations still awaiting analysis. It was also 
concerned about the methods used to kill whales. For 
these reasons the UK would support the proposals for a 
moratorium on commercial whaling and the principle of a 
whale sanctuary although accepting that special consider 
ations applied to aboriginal whaling which should be 
allowed to continue under suitable control.

The Minister of State added that the UK would enter 
into discussions with the EEC and the user industries of 
sperm oil with the aim of securing agreement for a 
community-wide ban on imports of sperm oil and other 
derivatives.

4. OPENING STATEMENTS

It had been agreed beforehand, in order to save time at 
this meeting, that opening statements would be distri 
buted in written form only. However, the Chairman called 
upon the new members to address the Commission, and 
the Commissioners for the Seychelles and Sweden did so. 
In addition, joint statements by three speakers repre 
senting the Non-Government Observer groups were 
presented orally.
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5. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

The Commission adopted, on the proposal of Canada 
seconded by the USA, the Provisional Annotated Agenda 
which had been distributed in accordance with the Rules 
of Procedure sixty days in advance of the meeting. Items 
6-23 were referred to the Technical Committee for 
consideration in the first instance.

6. WORLD-WIDE BAN ON WHALING

Two main proposals had been submitted under this 
agenda item; Australia seeking to bring an end to all 
whaling and the USA proposing a moratorium on the 
commercial killing of whales until serious flaws in the 
design and practice of the Commission's current conser 
vation programme have been remedied.

The Scientific Committee had noted that both proposals 
involve a blanket approach to management, rather than 
taking action based on the state of each individual stock 
which has been the policy of the Commission in recent 
years. Members of the Scientific Committee saw some 
advantages and some disadvantages in the two proposals, 
but there was no agreement on the overall effect of a 
moratorium on the pace of research leading to a better 
understanding of whale biology.

The Technical Committee, after extensive discussion, 
recommended by a majority decision an amendment to 
the Schedule and a supporting Resolution designed to stop 
whaling until there is in effect a conservation proposal 
which will ensure the survival of whales. This motion, 
proposed by the USA and seconded by Sweden, received 
strong support from some members although others drew 
attention to legal problems, the resulting economic hard 
ships and lack of scientific support.

Panama, seconded by Sweden, proposed an amend 
ment to the proposal which had the effect of considering 
the moratorium in two parts; one dealing with factory-ship 
whaling and the other with land station operations. 
Denmark, seconded by Chile, further amended the first 
part to exclude minke whales and this was agreed by the 
Commission. The final proposal was thus to add to 
paragraph 8 of the Schedule the following sub-paragraph:

8(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of para 
graph 8:

(i) there shall be a moratorium on the taking, killing 
or treating of whales excluding minke whales by 
factory-ships or whale catchers attached to 
factory-ships

(ii) there shall be a moratorium on the taking, killing 
or treating of whales by land stations or whale 
catchers attached to land stations except as 
provided for in paragraph 11.

In addition, in Tables 1 and 2 of the Schedule all non-zero 
catches would be changed to zero and an accompanying 
Resolution set out the conditions necessary to end the 
moratorium.

The two sections of the new sub-paragraph were put to 
the vote separately. The first, on factory-ship whaling, 
received the necessary three-quarters majority to amend 
the Schedule, with 18 votes in favour, 2 against and 3 
abstentions. However, the second on land stations failed 
to obtain a sufficient majority, with 11 votes for, 5 against 
and 7 abstentions.

In this situation the proposed amendments to Tables 1

and 2 and the Resolution were no longer appropriate and 
so no further action was taken on them.

Both Japan and the USSR registered their resentment 
and displeasure at what they regarded as a discriminatory 
measure. The Commission then adopted a two part 
Recommendation (Appendix 1) proposed by Denmark, 
seconded by Australia, which the Technical Committee 
had approved by a majority for the first part and by 
consensus for the second. Put forward by Australia, this 
recommended consideration of questions related to 
implementation of a ban on whaling and to obtain data on 
the social and economic trends in the whaling industry. 
Japan registered its dissent to the first part.

It was agreed that a Technical Committee Working 
Group will meet in the week prior to the 32nd Annual 
Meeting of the Commission to consider these questions.

7. REVIEW OF PRESENT MANAGEMENT 
PROCEDURE

The Commission received the report of its Special 
Scientific Working Group, which was reviewed by the 
Scientific Committee and the Technical Committee 
Working Group on Management. The Commission 
endorsed the recommendations that:

(i) the Special Scientific Working Group on Manage 
ment Procedures should meet for one week well in 
advance of the next Annual Commission Meeting 
to finalise their Report and

(ii) the group should be augmented with additional 
experts on whale biology and population dynamics 
at the discretion of the Chairman of the Special 
Scientific Working Group.

and stressed the need for the Report to the circulated to 
the appropriate Committees of the Commission well in 
advance of the next Annual Meeting to allow them 
adequate time to consider the recommendations.

The USA had submitted seven proposed Schedule 
amendments relating to management procedure, and 
these were referred to the Special Scientific Working 
Group.

8. IMPLICATIONS FOR WHALES OF
MANAGEMENT REGIMES FOR OTHER MARINE

RESOURCES

Australia requested the Commission to consider how best 
to achieve co-ordination of its aims in the context of 
proposals to exploit krill or other Antarctic marine 
resources to ensure that the potential recovery of depleted 
baleen whale populations is not prejudiced. In addition, 
the UK suggested that krill catches should be monitored 
before the proposed Convention for the Conservation of 
Antarctic Marine Living Resources is established. The 
Scientific Committee recognised the broad nature of the 
problem and stressed the need to investigate the structure 
and dynamics of ecosystems and to obtain basic data for 
management.

The Commission agreed that:
(1) member nations be encouraged to supply krill 

harvesting data to the FAO
(2) this matter be referred to the Scientific Working 

Group on Management Procedures since manage 
ment of the ecosystems may conflict with the 
Commission's policy for whales.
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A Resolution (Appendix 2) recommending appropriate 
action and defining terms of reference for a Technical 
Committee Working Group was adopted, Argentina and 
Chile reserving their positions on the latter. The Working 
Group will meet during the week before the 32nd Annual 
Meeting of the Commission.

9. WHALE SANCTUARIES
The general concept and the specific proposal for a 
sanctuary in the Indian Ocean put forward by the 
Seychelles were discussed by the Scientific Committee, 
but no firm conclusions were reached. It was noted that 
sanctuaries could provide freedom from disturbance for 
ecosystems and for species or groups of animals, especially 
for activities such as breeding. There was a wide division 
of opinion on the data which might be obtained on vital 
population parameters unless scientific permit catches are 
allowed and adequate monitoring was undertaken.

The Seychelles stated that their proposal satisfied the 
ecological coherence of the area and the expressed 
opinions of several neighbouring countries. The rights of 
coastal states especially in their Exclusive Economic 
Zones would also be respected. Japan objected on the 
grounds that it believes the sanctuary concept conflicts 
with the objects of the Convention and the individual 
stock approach to management, and the USSR thought 
that the introduction of sanctuaries would reduce the 
knowledge needed to regulate whale resources.

By a majority vote, the Technical Committee recom 
mended an amended proposal incorporating a ten year 
review period to allow sufficient time for effects of 
disturbance and the recovery rates of depleted stocks to be 
followed.

A further amendment proposed by Seychelles, 
seconded by Australia, had the effect of reducing the 
review period. This was adopted by the Commission by 16 
votes for, with 3 against and 3 abstentions, so that the 
following new paragraph was inserted in the Schedule:

'In accordance with Article V(l) (c) of the Convention, 
commercial whaling, whether by pelagic operations or 
from land stations, is prohibited in a region designated 
as the Indian Ocean Sanctuary. This comprises the 
waters of the Northern Hemisphere from the coast of 
Africa to 100° East, including the Red and Arabian Seas 
and the Gulf of Oman and the waters of the Southern 
Hemisphere in the sector from 20° East to 130° East 
with the southern boundary set at 55° South. This 
prohibition applies irrespective of the classifications of 
baleen or toothed whale stocks in the Sanctuary, as may 
from time to time be determined by the Commission. 
This prohibition will apply for ten years, with the 
provision for a general review after five years, unless 
the Commission decides otherwise.'

The Commission then approved a Resolution (Appendix 
3) put forward by Denmark, seconded by Japan and South 
Africa, concerning scientific research in the Sanctuary. 
Seychelles stated that within the next few years it would 
like to offer to host a special meeting of scientists 
interested in carrying out research in the Sanctuary.

10. MANAGEMENT OF SPERM WHALE STOCKS
The Scientific Committee had been unable to undertake 
any new analyses for the North Pacific stocks of sperm

whales, and had only obtained results for Divisions 2, 4, 5 
and 9 of the Southern Hemisphere from an analytical 
method which may include certain biases.

Because of the scientific uncertainty and the amount of 
biological material still remaining to be analysed, the 
Seychelles proposed a three year moratorium on the 
commercial taking of sperm whales. This was adopted by a 
majority vote in the Technical Committee. Support for 
this proposal on the same ground came from several 
governments, and Panama added the possibility of a high 
intelligence potential in the sperm whale as a further 
reason for such action. Japan pointed out that the Scien 
tific Committee had not made this recommendation and 
stated that its own scientists could complete their work in 
one year. Iceland noted that the Scientific Committee had 
not called for a halt to sperm whaling in the North 
Atlantic, and the USSR commented on the discriminatory 
character of the proposal.

On being put to the vote, the proposal failed to gain the 
three-quarters majority necessary to amend the Schedule, 
receiving 11 votes in favour, with 6 against and 5 
abstentions.

The Commission then went on to consider the classi 
fications and catch limits of the sperm whale stocks which 
would be available to land station operations.

10.1 North Atlantic
The Scientific Committee at present considers the sperm 
whales in the North Atlantic to belong to a single stock. It 
recommended that the stock be unclassified with a 
provisional catch limit of 273 for 1980 only, the average of 
the past ten years' catches by Iceland and Spain.

The Technical Committtee agreed to recommend a 
provisional classification as SMS with the same catch limit. 
This was approved by the Commission by 10 votes in 
favour to 2 against with 11 abstentions, after the defeat of 
an amendment for a zero quota proposed by Panama, 
seconded by France, by 6 votes for to 9 against, with 8 
abstentions.

Full analyses of all the available data from Icelandic, 
Spanish and other catches should be undertaken at the 
next meeting.

10.2 North Pacific
The Technical Committee recommended that the catch 
limits for males in the Eastern Division and all females 
should be zero, and that the Western Division males be 
provisionally listed as SMS with a catch limit of 1350. 
Included in this figure there may be a catch of females not 
to exceed 11.5% and all whaling operations for this 
species are to cease when the by-catch is reached.

The Netherlands, seconded by Seychelles, proposed an 
amendment for 1,100 males with no by-catch in the 
Western Division. After reference to discussion at pre 
vious meetings on the by-catch problem, a second 
amendment for a catch of 1,100 males with a by-catch of 
11.5% females was moved by Seychelles and seconded by 
Australia and New Zealand. This failed to receive a three- 
quarters majority, with 8 votes in favour, 7 against with 8 
abstentions. Following the withdrawal of the first 
amendment the original proposal was adopted by 12 votes 
for to 4 against with 7 abstentions.

The Commissioners for the UK and the USA both 
expressed their continuing concern that the by-catch 
problem should be investigated.
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10.3 Northern Indian Ocean
The Scientific Committee noted that no classifications 
have been given previously to Indian Ocean stocks north 
of the Equator. Its recommendation, endorsed by the 
Technical Committee, was approved by the Commission 
that there should be a zero catch until separate assess 
ments can be carried out or there is evidence that the 
whales are from the same stocks as those south of the 
Equator.

10.4 Southern Hemisphere
Division 1. The Technical Committee recommended a 
catch limit of 30, and the Commission adopted this with a 
provisional classification as SMS. Brazil stated that it 
would report back on the reaction of its government after 
this meeting.

Division 9. The Commission adopted the recommend 
ation of the Technical Committee for a phasing out of 
catches as follows:
Season 1980 1981 1982
Catch 550 300 0
OR 50% 25% 0% of the 1978 catch,
whichever is the lower.

Divisions 2-8. The Commission agreed to zero catch limits 
as recommended by the Technical Committee for the 
remainder of the Southern Hemisphere.

11. WHALE STOCKS AND CATCH LIMITS

11.1 Southern Hemisphere 1979/80 Pelagic Season and 
1980 Coastal Season
11.1.1 Minke whales
The Scientific Committee report stated that since this 
stock has been increasing in response to reduction of other 
whale stocks, it does not fit into the Commission's present 
classification scheme. The Scientific Committee recom 
mended that catch limits be based on replacement yield. 
Because of the problem posed by the unequal sex ratio in 
catches, it offered two possible sets of catch limits. The 
Technical Committee Working Group on Management 
considered either of these to be equally acceptable.

The Technical Committee recommended that the 
following catch limits be set for the sexes combined, noting 
that these give a lower total overall. They include a 10% 
allowance between Areas.
Area I 1,060 Area IV 2,043 
Area II 1,370 Area V 1,454 
Area III 2,718 Area VI 267 
The total catch shall not exceed 8,102.

This was adopted by 15 votes in favour with 3 against 
and 5 abstentions, after an amendment by France, 
seconded by the Netherlands, for catch limits totalling 
6,319 based on a minority report in the Scientific Com 
mittee was defeated by 4 votes for to 10 against with 9 
abstentions.

11.1.2 Bryde's whales
Area I. The Scientific Committee had much new inform 
ation for analysis this year and considered that the stock is 
near the boundary of the SMS and PS management 
categories. It recommended that the Commission classify 
the stock as SMS with either a catch limit of 153, based on

the lowest appropriate initial stock estimate or 375, the 
average catch over the last 6 years.

The Technical Committee by a majority decision 
recommended a catch limit of 153.

Peru, seconded by Chile and Japan, put forward an 
amendment for a compromise figure of 264, which was 
adopted by the Commission by 9 votes in favour to 3 
against, with 11 abstentions.
Area II. The Scientific Committee believes that there may 
be 3 sub-stocks in this Area but it was unable to determine 
appropriate classifications due to past exploitation. The 
Technical Committee agreed to recommend IMS with a 
zero catch limit for 1980. This was adopted by the 
Commission.
Areas HI, IV, V and VI. Most of the Scientific Committee 
recommended that these stocks should remain classified as 
IMS with zero catch limits pending satisfactory estimates 
of stock size. This was endorsed by the Technical 
Committee and agreed by the Commission.

11.1.3 Fin whales
Areas I, II, HI, IV and V. The Scientific Committee 
recommended and the Technical Committee agreed that 
these stocks should remain protected. This was adopted 
by the Commission.
Area VI. The Scientific Committee reported that the 
results of the assessment and their management impli 
cations are very sensitive to the assumption of the initial 
year of equilibrium; the stock might have been expanding 
prior to the start of recorded exploitation in the late 1940s. 

The Technical Committee recommended that the stock 
should be unclassified with a zero catch limit, but the 
Commission accepted an amendment by the UK, 
seconded by Australia, for classification as a Protection 
Stock.

11.1.4 Sei whales
The Scientific Committee recommended and the Tech 
nical Committee agreed that these stocks should remain 
protected. This was adopted by the Commission.

11.2 North Pacific 1980 Season
The Technical Committee received the report of the 
Scientific Committee and agreed to recommend the classi 
fications and catch limits for the forthcoming season as 
indicated below and these were adopted by the 
Commission.

11.2.1 Minke whales
Okhotsk Sea—West Pacific Stock: SMS 5-year block quota 
1,678; maximum in one year, 421.
Sea of Japan Stock: SMS 5-year block quota 3,634; 
maximum in one year, 940.
Remainder: IMS zero catch limit pending a satisfactory 
estimate of stock size.

11.2.2 Bryde's whales
Western Stock: SMS 460.
Eastern Stock: IMS zero catch limit.
East China Sea Stock: SMS 19 pending analysis of avail 
able and new data.

The Scientific Committee recommended and the 
Commission agreed that the validity of the species
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identification of the whales currently reported as Bryde's 
whales in this area be investigated as a matter of urgency.

11.2.3 Gray whales
Eastern Stock: SMS 179.
Available to be taken by aborigines or a Contracting 
Government on behalf of aborigines pursuant to para 
graph 11 of the Schedule. A further recommendation to 
the USSR to carry out biological collections and an 
historical review of their gray whale fishery was also 
adopted, and the USSR agreed to carry out this work.
Western Stock: PS zero catch limit.
The Commission endorsed the recommendation of the 
Scientific Committee that non-member nations should be 
urged not to take any whales from this stock. The 
Secretary should write to these nations, and members 
should also take any available steps to this end.

11.2.4 Fin whales 
PS zero catch limit.

11.2.5 Set whales 
PS zero catch limit.

11.3 North Atlantic 1980 Season
The Commission adopted the Technical Committee's 
recommendations for the following classifications and 
catch limits on the advice of the Scientific Committee 
except as noted below.

11.3.1 Minke whales
Canadian East Coast Stock: SMS 48.
West Greenland Stock: This stock is taken by Green- 
landers on an opportunistic basis and by Norwegian 
pelagic whalers.

The Scientific Committee found that a 10-year 
averaging procedure is now possible for the first time but 
had no preference for the exact system to be adopted, and 
tabled several options.

The Technical Committee, by majority decision, recom 
mended a catch limit of 370. An amendment by Denmark, 
seconded by Norway, for 394 failed to achieve the 
necessary three-quarters majority, receiving 10 votes in 
favour with 6 against and 7 abstentions. The original 
proposal also failed with 9 votes for, 6 against and 8 
abstentions. The Commission then agreed to SMS classi 
fication and a catch limit of 385.
East Greenland-Iceland-Jan May en Stock: SMS 320.
Svalbard-Norway-British Isles Stock: SMS 1790. 
The Scientific Committee urged that continuing efforts be 
made to reduce the high proportion of females in the 
catches although the Technical Committee Working 
Group on Management found no clear evidence of any 
detrimental effect. Norway is taking steps to achieve a 
reduction by adjusting operational dates.

11.3.2 Fin whales
Nova Scotia Stock: PS zero catch limit.
Newfoundland Labrador Stock: IMS 90.
This stock is not being exploited at the present time.
West Greenland Stock: SMS 6.
Provisional listing pending the accumulation of sufficient
information for classification.

East Greenland-Iceland Stock: The Scientific Committee 
noted no overall trend in the index of abundance since 
1959 but some recent short-term fluctuations may be 
attributable to catches by non-IWC whalers. The long- 
term consequences of non-reported catches could be 
serious.

The Commission agreed that there should be no change 
from the classification of SMS, with a 6-year block quota 
of 1,524 with a 304 maximum catch in one year.
North Norway Stock: SMS 61.
Provisionally listed pending the accumulation of sufficient 
information for classification. No whales have been taken 
from this stock since 1971.
West Norway-Faroe Islands Stock: PS zero catch limit. 
7 fin whales were taken at the Faroe Islands in 1978 owing 
to a breakdown in communication of IWC regulations to 
Faroese fishermen, which has now been rectified.
Spain-Portugal-British Isles Stock: The Scientific 
Committee had available recent catches by Spain but it is 
believed that there have been substantial catches taken by 
vessels under a flag of convenience. The Scientific 
Committee recommended that the catch limit should be 
set at 143 for 1980 (the average catch by Spain 1970-77) 
with the request that Spain provide further information on 
the species, sex and size composition of its catches 
together with effort data.

The Technical Committee also recommended this figure 
by majority decision, and the Commission adopted a 
classification as SMS with a catch limit of 143.

11.3.3 Sei whales
Nova Scotia Stock: PS zero catch limit.
Iceland-Denmark Strait Stock: The Scientific Committee 
had no new information on this stock and stressed the 
urgent need for a marking experiment. The high 
variability in the catches reflects the changes in avail 
ability. An interim averaging procedure was adopted last 
year and the Scientific Committee offered two block quota 
and fixed quota options.

The Technical Committee recommended classification 
as SMS and by majority vote recommended a 6-year block 
quota of 504 with a maximum catch of 100 in any one year. 
This was accepted by the Commission.

11.3.4 Bryde's whales
IMS zero catch limit—pending a satisfactory estimate of
stock size.

11.3.5 Bottlenose whales
The Scientific Committee had no new information as a 
relevant research programme has not been funded. There 
should be sightings and marking research before exploi 
tation recommences.

The Commission agreed to continue provisional listing 
as PS with a zero quota pending the accumulation of 
sufficient information for classification.

11.4 Northern Indian Ocean
Bryde's whales
IMS zero catch limit pending satisfactory estimate of stock
size.
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11.5 Protected Species
The Commission endorsed the following recommend 
ations of the Scientific Committee through the Technical 
Committee.
Right whales 
PS world-wide.

The Secretary should communicate with the People's 
Republic of China urging that any catches of this species 
should cease.
Bowhead whales 
PS Arctic.
Blue whales 
PS world-wide.

The Secretary should communicate with the flag 
countries of vessels taking blue whales in the North-East 
Atlantic, and with the coastal states (Spain, Portugal) 
pointing out the danger to recovery of this depleted stock 
by uncontrolled catches.
Humpback whales 
PS world-wide.

12. SUBSISTENCE/ABORIGINAL WHALING

12.1 Bering Sea Stock of Bowhead Whales
A Technical Committee Working Group which had con 
sidered the Alaskan Eskimo fishery for bowheads had 
proposed a dual system of management, involving 
research and management to be undertaken by the USA 
and a Schedule amendment which set a ceiling to any 
catches taken. A proposed amendment included provision 
for interim measures in the absence of complete infor 
mation on the stocks. The Scientific Committee stated at 
the fourth successive meeting of the Commission that 
from a biological point of view the only safe course is for 
the kill of bowhead whales from the Bering Sea stock to be 
zero. It also believes that if present estimates of gross 
recruitment rate are accepted, then the population will 
decline even in the absence of catches.

By majority vote the Technical Committee recom 
mended a Schedule amendment which would allow for a 
catch in 1980 of 18 landed or 27 struck. It also agreed to a 
supporting Resolution.

Australia spoke strongly on the need for the IWC to 
preserve the species and believed that the scientific 
advice is unequivocal. Seconded by New Zealand, it 
proposed a zero quota which was defeated by 6 votes for 
to 8 against with 9 abstentions. The original proposal was 
then put to the vote, but failed to achieve the necessary 
three-quarters majority to amend the Schedule, with 13 
votes in favour, 5 against and 5 abstentions. The USA 
emphasised the need for a balance to be struck between 
the interests of the whales and those of the Eskimos, and 
indicated its Government's concern in this matter. It 
proposed, seconded by the Republic of Korea, that the 
catch limit in 1980 should be 18 landed or 26 struck, and 
this was adopted by the Commission with 12 votes in 
favour and 4 against, with 7 abstentions. The supporting 
Resolution was modified slightly and approved by the 
Commission (Appendix 4). The Commission also 
endorsed the recommendation of the Scientific Com 
mittee that efforts to confirm the validity of the recruit 
ment rate and the distribution of bowhead whales could be 
expanded, and the USA, USSR and Canada indicated

that they are prepared to co-operate in appropriate 
research programmes.

12.2 Greenland Humpback Whales
The Technical Committee, by a majority vote, endorsed 
the recommendation of the Scientific Committee that the 
exemption for a Greenland catch of 10 humpback whales 
be removed from the Schedule. The USA expressed its 
concern over the take of 20 whales off Greenland in 1978 
and Denmark stated that this was a failure in reporting 
which is being remedied. The catch in 1979 had been 
stopped at 10. Research in the area is difficult because of 
the practical problems encountered. Denmark stressed 
the importance of this catch to the local communities, and 
that consumption is exclusively by Greenlanders.

The Commission rejected the proposal by 6 votes in 
favour to 7 against with 9 abstentions. It then adopted the 
following recommendations of the Scientific Committee 
through the Technical Committee by agreement:
(1) that steps should be taken to reduce the deaths due to 

net entrapment off the coasts of Canada and the USA;
(2) that the Secretary communicate with flag countries 

believed to be taking humpacks in the North-East 
Atlantic and with the nations (Spain, Portugal) off 
whose coasts these vessels are operating, pointing out 
the danger posed to the recovery of this depleted 
stock;

(3) that the status of the species off Peru be thoroughly 
investigated.

The UK commented on the small captures averaging one 
per year taken off Bequia and it will report the Commis 
sion's concern to its appropriate authorities.

12.3 Gray Whales
The USA and Mexico presented a joint report on research 
and conservation programmes being carried out on gray 
whales. The USSR provided information to the Scientific 
Committee and is expanding its research programme on 
this species. The whales are taken for human consumption 
only and the USA encouraged the USSR to supply data 
requested by the Scientific Committee including inform 
ation on utilisation.

13. SMALL CETACEANS

The Scientific Committee recommended a series of 
proposals developed by its small cetacean sub-committee 
which centred on white whales and narwhals. This 
included the listing of both species in the Schedule 
paragraph 1 and a series of research proposals. Other 
research on killer whales and suggested limitation of 
catches were also proposed.

Several delegations expressed the view that small 
cetaceans are not properly the concern of the 1946 
Convention, so that they should not be listed in the 
Schedule, although the small cetacean sub-committee is 
an appropriate forum for scientific discussion. Some 
delegations were unsure of their position on this matter, 
but it was thought important that the recommendations on 
the small cetaceans should not be ignored. It was agreed, 
therefore, to refer this matter to the 32nd Annual Meeting 
and Contracting Governments should seek legal advice on 
their position in the meantime.
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14. INTERNATIONAL DECADE OF CETACEAN 
RESEARCH

The Scientific Committee reviewed 12 projects which fall 
in this general area. Funding for these is provided from 
government and other sources and no recommendations 
were made.

15. CETACEAN BEHAVIOUR, INTELLIGENCE AND 
THE ETHICS OF KILLING CETACEANS

The Scientific Committee endorsed its proposal of last 
year which indicated that a meeting on behavioural studies 
would provide conclusions of value in developing the 
Commission's management strategies and would also 
assist the Commission in the discussion of ethical aspects 
in whaling.

The Technical Committee recommended that the 
meeting be a two-stage activity: a scientific workshop 
followed by a discussion of the broader implications of the 
subject. The USA offered to investigate the possibility 
that its government would host such a meeting before the 
Commission's next Annual Meeting.

The Commission adopted a proposal (Appendix 5) for 
the organisation of this meeting.

16. HUMANE KILLING

A Technical Committee Working Group discussed in 
detail the report of Professor Rowsell's 1978 field 
observations in Iceland sponsored by the IWC on the 
rapidity of unconsciousness and death and of the nature of 
the injuries caused by harpooning. The Scientific Com 
mittee had reviewed this report and noted in particular the 
difficulty in establishing criteria for death or uncon 
sciousness and the need for improvement in technology. 
The Working Group also had considerable information on 
Japanese techniques including the use of electric 
harpoons, electric lances and drugs.

The Technical Committee endorsed nine recommend 
ations proposed by its Working Group which included five 
from the Scientific Committee. These were adopted by the 
Commission with additional comments for implemen 
tation and action as indicated (Appendix 6).

17. PRIOR REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC PERMITS

The Commission had obtained legal opinion which 
indicated that amendment of the Schedule to require prior 
review of Scientific Permits is permissible within the 
Convention.

The Technical Committee, by a majority decision, 
recommended the addition of the following paragraph:

A Contracting Government shall provide the Secre 
tariat with proposed scientific permits before they are 
issued and in sufficient time to allow the Scientific 
Committee to review and comment on them. The 
proposed permits should specify:
(a) objectives of the research;
(b) number, sex, size and stock of the animals to be 

taken;
(c) opportunities for participation in the research by 

scientists of other nations; and
(d) possible effect on conservation of the stock.
Proposed permits shall be reviewed and commented on 
by the Scientific Committee at Annual Meetings when

possible. When permits would be granted prior to the 
next Annual Meeting, the Secretary shall send the 
proposed permits to members of the Scientific Com 
mittee by mail for their comment and review. Pre 
liminary results of any research resulting from the 
permits should be made available at the next Annual 
Meeting of the Scientific Committee.

Possible conflicts of this proposal with Article V of the 
Convention and states' sovereign rights were raised, but 
the Commission adopted the proposal by 13 votes in 
favour to 4 against, with 6 abstentions.

18. PROHIBITION OF WHALING BY OPERATIONS 
FAILING TO SUPPLY ALL DATA STIPULATED

Legal opinion had been obtained which indicated that 
such prohibitions could be contained within defined limits 
of the Convention. After several revisions of content and 
language the Technical Committee recommended by a 
majority vote an amendment to the Schedule designed to 
obtain the data necessary for scientific analyses of the 
whale stocks.

Japan stated that it already supplies all data for which it 
is asked, but both it and Korea found the proposal difficult 
to accept because it was not consistent with their own 
domestic legislation. Chile and Argentina considered the 
proposal conflicted with the rights of sovereign states. The 
proposed amendment failed to obtain the necessary three- 
quarters majority to amend the Schedule, receiving 11 
votes in favour, with 7 against and 5 abstentions.

19. REVISION OF THE SCHEDULE BY LAWYERS

A Technical Committee Working Group reported on 
preliminary editorial revisions of the Schedule which it 
had undertaken. These did not include any substantive 
amendments although comments were included where 
these appeared necessary. The changes proposed involved 
variation in the layout for ease of reference, some 
definitions in the Interpretation section and other 
additional improvements.

The Technical Committee recommended that com 
ments from Contracting Governments should be invited 
during the coming year so that proposals may be debated 
at the next Annual Meeting. This was agreed by the 
Commission.

20. INFRACTIONS AND REPORTS FROM
INTERNATIONAL OBSERVERS 1978 AND

1978/79 SEASONS
The Technical Committee set up an Infractions sub 
committee made up of representatives, from Australia, 
Iceland, Japan and the USA. Its report included a number 
of recommendations which the Commission agreed should 
be acted on as indicated (Appendix 7). The Commission 
was pleased to note that no violations of commercial 
quotas were reported and no whales from Protection 
Stocks were taken by commercial operations.

There was a decrease in the total percentage of 
infractions from last year and the level of infractions has 
been about the same for the last four years.

The Commission noted that the data contained in the 
Observer's Reports conforms with the data in the Infrac 
tions Reports suggesting the accuracy of the information.
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Nearly every observer commented upon the full co 
operation received from the host Governments and the 
Commission in noting this fact hoped that such co 
operation will continue.

21. NEW INTERNATIONAL OBSERVER SCHEME

A Technical Committee Working Group discussed the 
items given in the mandate developed at the Tokyo 1978 
Special Meeting of the Commission.

It reported that present observer arrangements are 
conducted under a series of bilateral agreements. It had 
been specified that the scheme might be broadened. The 
Working Group preferred not to offer observers to a 
central list but to continue the bilateral schemes. The 
Working Group made a series of recommendations which 
the Technical Committee endorsed with certain amend 
ments. These were approved by the Commission, with the 
instruction to the Secretary to take any necessary action 
by correspondence with the Contracting Governments 
(Appendix 8).

22. FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

The Commission received the report of the Finance and 
Administration Committee, and approved, subject to 
audit, the provisional financial statement for 1978/79.

The Committee had reviewed the proposed budget for 
1979/80 in detail in the light of the concern expressed by 
some members at the rapid rate of increase in the size of 
the budget and were able to make reductions amounting 
to £106,212. The savings were effected by limiting the 
activities of the Secretariat, deleting provision for some 
special meetings, reducing the contingency component 
from 10% to 5% and accepting the risk of writing off 
unpaid contributions amounting to £7,500 from Panama.

The Commission approved the amended budget 
totalling £299,250, although several Commissioners 
recorded reservations.

An important new item introduced was the provision 
for computing capability within the Commission, in 
cluding the appointment of a suitably qualified staff 
member. This was strongly recommended by the Scientific 
Committee in order to allow them to continue to operate 
in such a way as to provide the Commission with the 
advice it requires for management of the whale stocks. A 
sum of £35,000 was budgeted for this purpose and £24,250 
was allocated for research. Proposals to reduce a major 
cost to the Commission—that of the Annual Meeting—by 
charging seat fees, charging observers or restricting the 
size of delegations were not adopted although they will be 
reconsidered at the next Annual Meeting. There was some 
support for the idea that those who cause increased costs 
should pay more.

The USA introduced proposals for a new method of 
calculating the contributions due from member govern 
ments and the Commission agreed to return to this matter 
next year after documentation has been circulated by the 
USA for more careful consideration in the interim.

In the interests of economy the Commission indicated 
that it would be prepared, if necessary, to meet outside 
London in the UK. It also agreed that decisions on the 
dates and venues of Annual Meetings should be decided at 
least two years in advance, to give more flexibility in 
booking appropriate accommodation.

23. DATE AND PLACE OF NEXT MEETING

The meeting in 1980 will start on 21 June in Cambridge 
with a special sperm whale scientific meeting, provided 
that necessary data and analyses are available beforehand, 
followed by the meeting of the full Scientific Committee 
for two weeks from 28 June. Technical Committee 
Working Groups will meet in London or elsewhere in the 
UK during the week of 14 July, followed by the 32nd 
Annual Meeting of the Commission in the week com 
mencing 21 July.

24. ADHERENCE OF NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 
TO THE CONVENTION

South Africa reported on steps it has taken to restrict the 
activities of the independent whaling vessel Sierra. These 
include restraints on the provision of finance, crew, stores 
and prohibitions on off-loading and importation of 
products. It expressed concern about additional vessels 
being refitted ostensibly as trawlers which might be used 
for whaling.

Other countries including the Netherlands and Japan 
indicated the measures they have taken to prohibit the 
import of whale products from non-member countries.

The Commission noted with approval the various 
measures that members had taken in this matter and 
adopted a Resolution (Appendix 9) put forward by the 
USA whereby member nations undertook:
(a) to cease importing whale products from and exporting 

whaling vessels and equipment to non-member 
countries.

(b) to support a textual prohibition on the above in any 
new international convention dealing with whales and 
whaling.

(c) to consider national legislation prohibiting whaling by 
non-member nations within their fishery conservation 
zones.

The Commission also agreed, on the proposal of 
Seychelles, seconded by the Netherlands, that the 
Secretary should draw up and distribute annually a 
register of whaling vessels of member countries to make it 
easier for Contracting Governments to take appropriate 
action against the whaling operations of vessels flying flags 
of convenience.

Panama stated that it is prepared to revoke the regis 
tration of any vessel under its flag proved to be whaling 
outside the IWC regulations. The Commission did not 
adopt its suggestion that it should seek information on 
company ownership and employment from certain 
member nations, since this information can be obtained 
on request.

25. REVISION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION FOR THE REGULATION

OF WHALING

Denmark reported on the Preparatory Conference held in 
Copenhagen in July 1978. The alternative texts developed 
then had been distributed to the participating Govern 
ments and inter-governmental organisations.

Portugal had extended an informal invitation for a 
Working Group to edit the text in Lisbon immediately 
after the present meeting of the Commission. It was 
reluctantly concluded that this was too short notice.
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26. CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN
ENDANGERED SPECIES OF WILD FAUNA

AND FLORA

The IWC Observer (Mrs Fox) at the Second Meeting of 
the Parties to the CITES held in Costa Rica in March 1979 
reported on the decisions of that meeting. These included 
adding five species of small cetaceans to Appendix I and 
listing all species of cetaceans not presently on Appendix I 
on Appendix II of the CITES. Only the sperm, Bryde's 
and minke whales qualify under the criteria for Appendix 
II biologically, the rest because their products cannot be 
distinguished in trade from species already listed. A 
Resolution also called on the Parties not to issue import or 
export permits for primarily commercial purposes for 
species protected from commercial whaling by the IWC. 

The CITES Observer added some supplementary 
information on the implementation of the Convention as it 
relates to cetacea. CITES valued the close cooperation 
which was developing with the IWC and commented that 
it will also cooperate with the new Convention on the 
Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals 
adopted in Bonn on 23 June 1979.

27. COOPERATION WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS

The Commission received reports from IWC observers 
who had attended meetings of the International Council 
for the Exploration of the Sea, International Council for 
the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna, International Com 
mission for South-East Atlantic Fisheries and the 
BIOMASS Project.

28. THIRTIETH ANNUAL REPORT

The Commission adopted the draft text of the 30th 
Annual Report distributed in advance of the meeting.

29. ADMISSION OF THE PRESS

The Commission considered the admission of the Press to 
the meeting noting both advantages and disadvantages 
and recognising difficulties experienced by the press in 
obtaining information from and access to delegates while 
the meeting is in progress. No changes were made to 
existing arrangements whereby the press are able to report 
plenary sessions but it was agreed that in future either the 
Chairman or Vice-Chairman would attempt to make 
themselves available to the press at least once a day.

30. AMENDMENTS TO THE SCHEDULE

The amendments to the Schedule approved by the 
Commission are shown in Appendix 10.

T. Asgeirsson 
Chairman

List of Appendices

1. Recommendation concerning a world-wide ban on 
whaling.

2. Resolution to consider the implications for whales of 
management regimes for other marine resources.

3. Resolution in relation to the establishment of a whale 
sanctuary in the Indian Ocean.

4. Resolution—Bering Sea bowhead whales.
5. Proposal for a meeting on cetacean behaviour and 

intelligence.
6. Recommendations concerning the humane killing of 

whales.
7. Action arising from the report of the infractions sub 

committee.
8. Recommendations on new observer schemes.
9. Resolution on the importation of whale products 

from, export of whaling equipment to and prohibition 
of whaling by non-member countries. 

10. Amendments to the Schedule.

Appendix 1

RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING A 
WORLD-WIDE BAN ON WHALING

In the belief that a rational assessment of current com 
mercial whaling is a necessary step in achieving a long- 
term ban without imposing undue hardship, the Com 
mission agreed the following:
1. That the Technical Committee be directed to consider 

and report to the 32nd Annual Meeting of the 
Commission on:
(1) the procedures that would be necessary, bearing in 

mind the interests of aboriginal whaling, to 
institute a world-wide ban on whaling;

(2) the period over which such a ban on whaling could 
be instituted; and

(3) should any hardships, such as for subsistence 
whaling, be likely to result from a world-wide ban 
on whaling, the steps that would be necessary to 
avoid undue hardship.

2. That the Technical Committee be directed to under 
take a review of and report to the 32nd Annual 
Meeting of the Commission on economic aspects of

current commercial whaling. In particular, as far as is 
possible for each whaling nation, the Technical 
Committee should report on recent trends in aspects of 
the industry important to the Commission's assessment 
of the economic basis of the industry, including:
(1) levels of employment provided directly by the 

whaling industry, together with estimates of 
indirect employment thus provided;

(2) any trends in the levels of direct and indirect 
employment during the period 1969-79;

(3) whaling equipment and levels of capital investment 
in pelagic and land-based commercial whaling 
operations in that period;

(4) trends and levels of major products of the industry 
and levels of financial returns from pelagic and 
land-based commercial whaling operations in that 
period;

(5) trends in major components of costs incurred by 
pelagic and land-based whaling operations, in 
cluding fuel costs, maintenance and replacement;
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(6) nature and levels of direct and indirect government 
subsidies to commercial whaling operations;

(7) any trends in the levels of government subsidies

during the period 1969-79 inclusive; and 
(8) any instances in which a ban on commercial 

whaling would cause undue hardship.

Appendix 2

RESOLUTION TO CONSIDER THE IMPLICATIONS
FOR WHALES OF MANAGEMENT REGIMES

FOR OTHER MARINE RESOURCES

RECOGNISING that certain marine resources in the 
Southern Ocean, especially krill, are food species of 
whales, and that exploitation of these resources may affect 
the demography of whale stocks to an extent that is as yet 
largely unknown,
RECOGNISING that the recovery and maintenance of 
depleted baleen whale stocks in the Southern Ocean may 
depend on adequate supplies of food species,
RECOGNISING the complexity of the marine ecosystem 
in the Southern Ocean, the necessity to maintain that 
ecosystem in a healthy condition, and the variety of 
interests in addition to whaling which are involved,
RECOGNISING that negotiations are currently in pro 
gress to develop a Convention on the Conservation of 
Antarctic Marine Living Resources,
THE INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION 
HEREBY RECOMMENDS THAT:
1. The Commission shall approach the Host Government 

to the Diplomatic Conference of the Parties to be held 
to conclude the Convention on the Conservation of 
Antarctic Marine Living Resources to propose the 
attendance of an official observer.

2. The Commission shall urge all nations presently 
harvesting krill in the Southern Ocean to submit all 
relevant data to the appropriate international 
organizations, including SCAR, IWC and FAO.

3. The Commission shall seek from all appropriate 
sources such information and data as may be necessary 
to carry out the purposes of this resolution.

THE COMMISSION FURTHER RECOMMENDS that 
a working group of the Technical Committee be set up to 
consider the implications for whales of management 
regimes for other marine resources. The working group 
shall have the following terms of reference:

(1) To consider how best to coordinate the activities of 
the International Whaling Commission with other 
international organizations involved in managing 
living resources in the Southern Ocean, especially 
those organizations or interim mechanisms estab 
lished or designated in connection with the proposed 
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine 
Living Resources.

(2) To ascertain, in cooperation with the Scientific 
Committee, mechanisms necessary to achieve 
collaboration with organizations identified through 
(1) on scientific studies of mutual interest, including 
the exchange of data relevant to assessment of the 
effect of exploitation of other resources of the 
Southern Ocean on the baleen whale stocks of that 
area.

Appendix 3

RESOLUTION IN RELATION TO THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A WHALE SANCTURY

IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

WHEREAS a Whale Sanctuary has been established for 
10 years in the Indian Ocean North of 55°S, the Com 
mission REQUESTS

(a) that the Scientific Committee investigates

(1) the kind of research and the level of research 
efforts which will be necessary to obtain adequate 
information on the abundance of whales, repro 
ductive behaviour and related scientific problems 
relevant to assessment of stocks which the

sanctuary will give total or partial protection from 
whaling,

(2) whether it will be necessary to initiate additional 
research simultaneously in areas where exploi 
tation of whales continues, in order to make 
comparison possible between stocks under the 
two different regimes;

(b) that the Scientific Committee reports on its progress 
in developing research proposals concerning the 
above mentioned problems at the 32nd Annual 
Meeting of the Commission.
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Appendix 4

RESOLUTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL WHALING 
COMMISSION 31st ANNUAL MEETING, JULY 1979

Bering Sea Bowhead Whales

WHEREAS IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE Inter 
national Whaling Commission to provide for the effective 
conservation and management of whale stocks,
WHEREAS the Commission also recognizes the impor 
tance of accommodating the needs of aboriginal people 
who are dependent upon whales for subsistence and 
cultural purposes,
WHEREAS three expert panels were assembled by the 
Technical Committee of the International Whaling Com 
mission in Seattle, Washington, USA, the week of 5 
February 1979, in order to provide the factual basis for the 
development of an aboriginal whaling regime for the take 
of the Bering Sea stock of bowhead whales by Alaskan 
Eskimos,
WHEREAS the United States has demonstrated its 
continued ability and willingness to conduct research and 
effectively to regulate aboriginal whaling in cooperation 
with the aborigines of the United States and thereby to 
conserve the Bering Sea stock of bowhead whales while 
permitting aboriginal whaling,
WHEREAS the Commission believes it appropriate to 
establish guidelines for the management of the Bering Sea 
stock of bowhead whales which recognize both conserv 
ation and subsistence needs,
NOW THEREFORE, THE COMMISSION HEREBY 
RESOLVES as follows:
The Commission agrees to institute a regime such as that 
recommended by the Technical Committee Working 
Group on Aboriginal/Subsistence Whaling which met in 
Washington, B.C., 3-5 April 1979 (IWC/31/5/WG 1), to 
be implemented following completion of scientific analysis 
and when the stock will not be subjected to undue risk. 
The Commission will review this proposal for a regime, 
the scientific analysis, and the status of the Bering Sea 
bowhead stock at its Annual Meeting in 1981.
THE COMMISSION INTENDS that the needs of the 
aboriginals of the United States shall be determined by the 
Government of the United States of America. This need 
shall be documented annually to the Technical Com 
mittee, and shall be based upon the following factors:
1. importance of the bowhead in the traditional diet,
2. possible adverse effects of shifts to non-native foods,
3. availability and acceptability of other food sources,
4. historical take,
5. the integrative functions of the bowhead hunt in 

contemporary Eskimo society, and the risk to the 
community identity from an imposed restriction on 
native harvesting of the bowhead; and

6. to the extent possible, ecological considerations.
THE COMMISSION UNDERSTANDS that the Govern 
ment of the United States will adopt a National Manage 
ment Plan which shall contain the following 
characteristics:

(1) it must annually establish a maximum permissible 
level of whales to be harvested,

(2) it must establish requirements for the reporting and 
for the providing of data as mandated by the 
Schedule,

(3) it must contain sufficient flexibility to permit quotas to 
be reduced immediately if, as a result of research and 
monitoring programs, the United States determines 
that the level of harvest is preventing the stocks from 
recovering to the optimum population levels,

(4) it must contain a provision which allows a lowering of 
the struck but lost quota if improved hunting 
efficiency or technology justifies a reduction in the 
number,

(5) it must contain a research plan which has the following 
characteristics:
(a) it must be implemented at a sufficient level of 

effort to produce a reliable estimate of stock size 
and/or net recruitment rate in five years,

(b) it must provide annual calf counts and direct 
measurements of the size composition of the 
population throughout its range, if possible,

(c) it must monitor trends in abundance of the entire 
population through direct annual counts using 
procedures that will provide comparable results 
between years,

(d) it must provide for continuance of research even 
after the establishment of both net recruitment 
and population size to assure continued moni 
toring of the population as long as the stock 
remains a Protected Stock.

THE COMMISSION EXPECTS that the United States
shall submit an annual report on the complete results of its
research,
THE COMMISSION URGES the Government of the
United States to continue to take appropriate steps to
improve the efficiency of the bowhead whale hunt and to
ensure full utilization of all whales taken,
THE COMMISSION REQUESTS the United States to 
submit appropriate information on a timely basis in order 
to permit the Scientific Committee, and thereafter the 
Commission, to review and make such determinations as 
may be appropriate with regard to the following:
(1) scientific data supporting the United States determi 

nation of its removal levels,
(2) the research and management program of the 

Government of the United States,
THE COMMISSION RETAINS the authority to take 
emergency action if an unforeseen circumstance should 
create an imminent threat to the bowhead whale popu 
lation, and,
THE COMMISSION will review this resolution at its 
Annual Meeting in 1981.
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Appendix 5

PROPOSAL FOR MEETING ON CETACEAN 
BEHAVIOUR AND INTELLIGENCE

The IWC will co-sponsor with other interested organiz 
ations a meeting, before June 1980, on 'Cetacean 
Behaviour and Intelligence'. The meeting will include 
members of the Technical Committee, members of the 
Scientific Committee, and outside experts invited by the 
co-sponsoring organizations and the IWC.

The first part of the meeting will deal with cetacean 
behaviour and intelligence as relevant to cetacean assess

ment and management. The second part of the meeting 
will deal with cetacean behaviour and intelligence as 
relevant to the ethics of killing cetaceans. The IWC will 
contribute £5,000 towards this meeting as part of its 
budget for 1979/80.

An ad hoc sub-committee of the Technical Committee 
will work with the Secretary and representatives of other 
co-sponsoring organizations to plan the meeting.

Appendix 6

RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION

AT ITS 31st ANNUAL MEETING CONCERNING
THE HUMANE KILLING OF WHALES

Recommendation 1
More data are required on the killing technique. In 
particular the following information should be recorded 
and collected for an adequate and representative sample 
of whales killed.
(a) The times that the first and subsequent harpoons are 

fired.
(b) The time of presumed death by whalers according to 

their stated criteria.
(c) The position of harpoons in the carcass and evaluation 

of the nature of the injuries they cause, if possible 
(e.g. skull damage, heart damage, haemhorrage in 
abdomen).

Items (a) and (b) must be collected on the catcher boats, 
by crew members, national inspectors or international 
observers and Item (c) on the flensing platform by 
national inspectors or international observers. All three 
items should be collected from the same whale if possible, 
so that times-to-death can be compared with the nature of 
the injuries caused. In the case of small-type whaling 
operations, such observations can only be made when a 
biologist, inspector or international observer travels on 
the catcher factory ship.
Action: The Commission agreed that these data be 
supplied by all whaling operations.

Recommendation 2
Similar observations to those made by Professor Rowsell 
should be carried out at least at one of each small-type 
whaling operation where cold grenades are used (as 
distinguished by the calibre of weaponry used, i.e. 
75-90 mm and 50 mm).
Action: Japan indicated that it is exploring the possibility 
of developing a programme between its pelagic fleet and 
the University of Tokyo to conduct similar observations.

Recommendation 3
Professor Rowsell's report should be submitted to a panel 
of marine mammal pathologists and physiologists for

comments. (The names of Dr Geraci, University of 
Guelph, Dr Ridgway, NOSC, San Diego, and Professor 
Bullock, Scripps Institute of Oceanography were men 
tioned). Particular attention should be directed at the 
physiological and anatomical information required on 
sensory nerve pathways and functions of the central 
nervous system, and on an assessment of cardio- 
pulmonary function in the whale following injury, 
haemorrhage and loss of blood volume.
Action: The Secretary to implement.

Recommendation 4
The IWC should seek to sponsor (with the assistance of 
member nations) a small workshop meeting of invited 
experts (in such subjects as engineering, electronics, 
ballistics, munitions, explosives, pharmacology, etc.) in 
order to consider methods of improving existing killing 
techniques or to suggest alternative, more humane 
methods. The panel mentioned in 3 above (or its 
nominees) should also attend as well as representatives of 
the Technical Committee. In advance of any such work 
shop meeting the Secretary should undertake to circulate 
certain background information on the subject, and 
identify major items to all incited participants: this 
includes the literature review undertaken by Mitchell and 
Stawski (SC/30/Doc 38) and a list of relevant archival 
material held by the Secretariat.
Action: The Secretary to initiate.

Recommendation 5
The use of cold grenades for killing all whale species larger 
than minke whales should be prohibited. If this recom 
mendation is accepted, it will be necessary to make a 
Schedule change following the recognised procedure 
according to the Convention.
Action: An amendment to the Schedule will be put 
forward next year, but in the meantime whaling nations 
are encouraged to act in the spirit of the proposal.
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Recommendation 6
Every attempt should be made to investigate ways and 
means to shorten time-to-death by improving existing 
methods or developing alternative methods of killing 
small whales such as minke whales.
Action: Strongly endorsed by the Commission.

Recommendation 7
In view of the protracted times between striking and death 
in some primitive whale fisheries, using hand-held equip 
ment, and in particular in view of the number of animals 
that are wounded but escape, it is recommended that:
(a) the killing power of the darting gun or first-fixing 

device should be increased,
(b) the use of the shoulder gun should be investigated, 

especially whether it should be used as a killing device 
after the animal has been fastened, or be banned 
altogether and an alternative (e.g. hand lances) be 
used.

Action: Endorsed by the Commission

Recommendation 8
Although the responsibility of the IWC for small 
cetaceans may be questioned, this matter should be of 
interest to the Commissioners, and is worthy of further 
investigation. It was noted that small cetaceans are taken 
in many areas by methods which may pose problems of 
humaneness. For example, shooting may involve pro 
tracted times between striking and death and a high 
proportion of wounded animals escaping. Responsible 
authorities should take steps to improve the weaponry or 
otherwise ensure that animals are killed rapidly and that 
few animals escape wounded.
Action: Endorsed by the Commission

Recommendation 9
Attention is drawn to the taking of lactating female whales 
at Tonga and Bequia, and reported catches of such 
females by the Sierra and in some small whale fisheries. 
Such taking will result in a protracted death for the 
dependent calf.
Action: The Commission recommends that appropriate 
action be taken.

Appendix 7

ACTION ARISING FROM THE REPORT OF THE 
INFRACTIONS SUB-COMMITTEE

1. The Secretary should write to Contracting Govern 
ments requesting copies of their laws and regulations 
concerning whaling, in English, particularly with 
explanations of their systems of remuneration and 
penalty, pursuant to paragraph 29 of the Schedule.

2. The Secretary should write to whaling nations urging 
that better instructions and training should be provided 
to gunners, bearing in mind the number and length of 
over-sized sperm whales reported in the 1978/79 
Antarctic season and the 1978 season outside the 
Antarctic.

3. The Secretary should write to Norway, USA, Denmark 
and the USSR requesting submission of the required 
information on the infractions forms provided for that 
purpose including what penalties were imposed for 
quota violations in aboriginal fisheries, as well as 
information regarding enforcement measures being 
undertaken to prevent future recurrences.

4. The Secretariat should modify the infractions reporting 
forms to separate the catches by sex to facilitate

examination of statistics on lactating females and 
sperm whales.

5. The Secretary should write to Japan and USA 
concerning the need for a substantial increase in 
surveillance by national inspectors and observation by 
IWC observers at Japanese land stations. This increase 
should include placement of IWC observers in areas 
where there are none presently. Japan indicated that it 
will expand its inspection programme substantially in 
1979.

6. The Secretary should arrange that a careful review be 
undertaken in consultation with the Government of 
Iceland on whether the meat of specific fin and sei 
whales taken for local consumption could be replaced 
by an equal amount of meat from the whole catch.

7. The Scientific Committee should consider the USSR 
International Observer's comments regarding the 
reproductive capacity of medium sized male sperm 
whales with a suggestion that the prohibition on killing 
the largest whales may partly intensify the pressure on 
reproducing males.

Appendix 8

RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION

AT ITS 31st ANNUAL MEETING
ON NEW OBSERVER SCHEMES

All whaling operations by Commission members 
should be subject to observation under the inter 
national observer scheme.
The present mechanism of bilateral agreements 
operates satisfactorily and should be continued.

3. The present observer scheme should be expanded by 
inviting all member nations to indicate their willingness 
to negotiate bilateral agreements to provide observers 
to whaling operations. The Secretariat should maintain 
a list of countries wishing to provide observers, and
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whaling nations may select with which of these nations 
they wish to conclude bilateral agreements. The 
whaling nation involved would have the right to 
determine whether such agreements should be in 
addition to or in replacement of existing bilateral 
agreements.

4. In the case of North Pacific whaling operations, the 
countries involved should extend the present coastal 
agreements or develop new agreements, as appro 
priate, to provide observers at minke whale operations 
by Japan (other whaling operations by Japan are 
already being covered by existing arrangements) and 
all whaling operations by the Republic of Korea. Such 
agreements should provide for the possibility of having 
observers on board catcher vessels, if practicable.

5. In the case of North Atlantic minke whale operations, 
Norway, Iceland and Canada should extend their 
present agreement to provide observation of such 
operations. The possibility of having observers on 
board vessels should be explored.

6. In the case of minke and humpback whaling operations

by Denmark, agreements should be developed to 
provide suitable Inuit observers. Denmark, Canada 
and the US should consider drawing up agreements as 
appropriate to provide for observation of these whaling 
operations.
Brazil, Chile, Peru and Spain should consider develop 
ing agreements that would provide observers to their 
whaling operations. Brazil, Chile and Peru have agreed 
that they can accept observers under the International 
Observer Scheme of the IWC.
It is recommended that all countries involved in 
observer scheme arrangements consider the possibility 
of combining the duty of IWC observers with such 
other functions as the countries concerned may agree 
with respect to scientific research and collection of 
information relating to humane killing. Such additional 
assignments could be carried out through existing or 
separate agreements, as appropriate. In all cases, such 
agreements should recognise that the duty of inter 
national observers is to report on compliance of the 
whaling operation with the provisions of the Schedule.

Appendix 9

RESOLUTION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION 

31st ANNUAL MEETING, JULY 1979

Importation of Whale Products from,
Export of Equipment to, and 

Prohibition of Whaling by Non-member Countries

WHEREAS, it is the purpose of the International 
Whaling Commission to provide for the effective world 
wide conservation and management of whale stocks;
WHEREAS, the International Whaling Commission has 
adopted a New Management Procedure to carry out that 
purpose;
WHEREAS, the activities of whaling vessels of non- 
member countries seriously hinder the purposes of the 
International Whaling Commission;
WHEREAS, the importing of whales or products thereof 
from any State not a party to this Convention seriously 
detracts from the effectiveness of the management 
procedures adopted by the International Whaling 
Commission;

WHEREAS, the International Whaling Commission has 
for several years passed resolutions prohibiting the import 
of whale products from non-member nations;
WHEREAS, the transfer of whaling equipment, the 
dissemination of whaling expertise and the granting of 
other assistance to aid the whaling operations of non- 
member nations seriously detracts from the effectiveness 
of the management procedures adopted by the Inter 
national Whaling Commission;
WHEREAS, the International Whaling Commission has 
for several years passed resolutions proscribing the

transfer of whaling vessels and equipment and the 
dissemination of assistance;
WHEREAS, reports of member nations at the 31st 
Annual Meeting indicate that some member countries 
have not yet taken appropriate measures to prevent the 
importation of whale meat and products from, and the 
export of whaling vessels and equipment to non-member 
countries and operations; and
WHEREAS, despite increased efforts of member nations 
to control such importation and export, continual 
vigilance is required to assure that assistance and aid is not 
provided to unregulated whaling operations;
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED that all member nations 
shall cease immediately any importation of whale meat 
and products from, and the export of whaling vessels and 
equipment to non-member countries and operations.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that with respect to any 
international efforts to negotiate a new convention for the 
protection and conservation of whales, all member nations 
shall support a textual prohibition on any importation of 
whale meat and products from, and the export of whaling 
vessels and equipment to non-member countries and 
operations.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that all member 
countries consider, through the application of national 
legislation, prohibiting whaling by non-member countries 
within their fishery conservation zones.
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Appendix 10

AMENDMENTS TO THE SCHEDULE ADOPTED AT 
THE 31st ANNUAL MEETING OF THE COMMISSION

Substantive amendments [changes and new wording in
bold]
New paragraph to precede the present paragraph 5 in
Section III Capture, all succeeding paragraphs to be
renumbered:
'5. In accordance with Article V(l) (c) of the Convention, 

commercial whaling, whether by pelagic operations or 
from land stations, is prohibited in a region designated 
as the Indian Ocean Sanctuary. This comprises the 
waters of the Northern Hemisphere from the coast of 
Africa to 100 degrees East, including the Red and 
Arabian Seas and the Gulf of Oman; and the waters of 
the Southern Hemisphere in the sector from 20 degrees 
East to 130 degrees East, with the Southern boundary 
set at 55 degrees South. This prohibition applies 
irrespective of the classifications of baleen or toothed 
whale stocks in the Sanctuary, as may from time to 
time be determined by the Commission. This pro 
hibition will apply for ten years, with the provision for 
a general review after five years, unless the Commission 
decides otherwise.'

Paragraph 8 [old numbering, new paragraph 9]. 
Add new sub-paragraph to read:
'9(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of paragraph 9 

there shall be a moratorium on the taking, killing, or 
treating of whales, excluding minke whales, by 
factory ships or whale catchers attached to factory 
ships.'

Paragraph 9 [old numbering, new paragraph 10].
Amend to read:
'10 The number of baleen whales taken during the open 

season in the Southern Hemisphere by factory ships, 
land stations or whale catchers attached thereto under 
the jurisdiction of the Contracting Governments shall 
not exceed 8,102 minke whales and 264 Bryde's 
whales in the 1979/80 pelagic season and the 1980 
coastal season. The total catches taken in any of the 
Areas I to VI shall not exceed the limits shown in 
Table 1. However, in no circumstances shall the sum 
of the Area catches exceed the total quotas for each 
species.'

Paragraph 10 [old numbering, new paragraph 11]. 
Amend to read:
'11 The number of baleen whales taken in the North 

Pacific Ocean and dependent waters in 1980 and in the 
North Atlantic Ocean in 1980 shall not exceed the 
limits shown in Table 1.'

Table 1.
Amend to read as shown (on page 40). 
Paragraph 11 [old numbering, new paragraph 12]. 
Amend to read:

'. . . with respect to the Bering Sea stock of bowhead 
whales that:
(a) in 1980, hunting shall cease when either 26 have 

been struck or 18 landed.
(b) it is forbidden to strike, take or kill calves or any 

bowhead whale accompanied by a calf.'

Paragraph 14 [old numbering, new paragraph 15]. 
Amend to read:
'15 The number of sperm whales taken in the Southern 

Hemisphere in the 1979/80 pelagic season and the 
1980 coastal season shall not exceed 580. The total 
catch in any of the Divisions 1 to 9 shall not exceed the 
limits shown in Table 2.'

Paragraph 15 [old numbering, new paragraph 16]. 
Amend to read:
'16 The number of sperm whales taken in the North 

Pacific Ocean and dependent waters in 1980 and in the 
North Atlantic Ocean in 1980 shall not exceed the 
limits shown in Table 2.'

Table 2.
Amend to read as shown (on page 41).
New paragraph to be added before paragraph 29 [old 
numbering, new paragraph 31].
'30 A Contracting Government shall provide the 

Secretariat with proposed scientific permits before 
they are issued and in sufficient time to allow the 
Scientific Committee to review and comment on them. 
The proposed permits should specify:

(a) objectives of the research;
(b) number, sex, size and stock of the animals to be 

taken;
(c) opportunities for participation in the research by 

scientists of other nations; and
(d) possible effect on conservation of the stock.

Proposed permits shall be reviewed and commented on 
by the Scientific Committee at Annual Meetings when 
possible. When permits would be granted prior to the 
next Annual Meeting, the Secretary shall send the 
proposed permits to members of the Scientific 
Committee by mail for their comment and review. 
Preliminary results of any research resulting from the 
permits should be made available at the next Annual 
Meeting of the Scientific Committee.'

Consequential changes
Paragraph 8(a) [old numbering, new paragraph 9(a)].
Amend fourth paragraph to read:

'For the 1979/80 pelagic season and the 1980 coastal 
season in the Southern Hemisphere and for the 1980
season in all other areas . . .'

Paragraph 11 [old numbering, new paragraph 12]. 
Amend to read:

'Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 9 the 
taking . . .'

Paragraph 18 [old numbering, new paragraph 19]. 
Amend to read:

'. . . classified as protection Stocks in paragraph 9 or 
are taken ... in contravention of paragraphs 2, 3, 5, 6, 
10, 11, 15 and 16 of this Schedule.'
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Paragraph 23 [old numbering, new paragraph 24]. 
Amend sub-paragraph 24 (a) (3) to read:

'(3) Its marking effected pursuant to sub-paragraph 
20(b).' 

Amend sub-paragraph 24(b) (2) to read:
'(2) Length, measured pursuant to paragraph 23.'

Paragraph 25 [old numbering, new paragraph 26].
Delete from sub-paragraph 26(a), line three, the words 
'Bryde's and'

Amend sub-paragraph 26(b) to read: 
'. . . permitted by paragraph 10 . . .'

Table 2
Toothed whale stock classifications and catch limits 

1979/80 pelagic season and 1980 coastal season

Bottlenose
SOUTHERN 

Divisions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

HEMISPHERE -

Longitudes

600 W-30°W
30°W-20°E
20°E-60°E
60°E-90°E
90°E-130°E

130°E-160°E
160°E-170°W

170°W-100°W
100°W-60°W

Classi 
fication

SMS 1
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

SMS 1

Catch 
limit

30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5502

Classi 
fication

_
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE - 1980 season 
NORTH PACIFIC
Western Division males

females
Eastern Division males

females
NORTH ATLANTIC
NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN

SMS 1
—
—
—

SMS 1
—

1,3503
0
0
0

273
0

—
—
—
—
PS4
—

Provisionally listed as SMS for 1980.
The catch in 1980 shall not exceed 550 or 50% of the 1978 catch and the catch in 1981 
shall not exceed 300 or 25% of the 1978 catch, whichever is the lower in each year. The 
catch in 1982 shall be zero.
Included within this figure there may be a by-catch of females not to exceed 11.5% and 
all whaling operations for this species are to cease when the by-catch is reached. 
Provisionally listed as PS for 1980, pending the accumulation of sufficient information 
for classification.


